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Simulation of charge exchange neutrals interactions
with gaps in first wall cladding
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Abstract

Angular distributions of particles impinging PFC in fusion devices with magnetic confinement are briefly discussed. It is
shown that simulation of charge exchange neutrals interaction with the first wall should be made for inclined incidence of
particles. Particle reflection coefficients and sputtering yields for gaps in Be, C and W first wall cladding are found with
Monte Carlo computer simulations for hydrogen isotopes in the energy range �5–5 · 103 eV as well as for the flux inte-
grated over the ITER charge exchange neutrals energy spectrum. Trapping of deuterons by the gap in the W wall increases
two times (up to �0.6) as compared with the flat surface, while trapping in the Be gap is close to unity. The influence of
isotope mass on trapping and sputtering is shown to follow data for the flat surface. Roughness of gap sidewalls taken into
account slightly contributes to calculated data.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The fuel recycling and tritium retention in fusion
devices are of great importance for reactor perfor-
mance. Many models, describing plasma particles
interaction with plasma facing components (PFC)
as well as direct measurements are known [1]. But
gaps between PFC elements became the subject of
consideration only recently. The main problem is
the accumulation of tritium in the gaps and first
measurements were recently carried out [2–4]. The
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deposition rate was evaluated to be (2–5) · 10�4 of
incoming ion flux, but retained amount of fuel can
be �0.3 [4]. The main sources of hydrogen buildup
in gaps are the hydrocarbon transport and codepo-
sition. Calculations of hydrogen accumulation in
gaps and its subsequent release need a model con-
sidering surface temperature and chemistry and
adequate description of plasma particles interaction
with gap sidewalls.

In our calculations, we did not take into account
hydrogen accumulation in gaps due to hydrocarbon
transport or codeposition and, as a first step, consi-
dered only kinetic effects – reflection and sputtering
under impinging hydrogen charge exchange fluxes.
.
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2. Distributions of impinging particles

First wall PFC are bombarded both with charge
exchange neutrals and ions drifting (or transport-
ing due to microturbulences) perpendicular to the
magnetic field lines across the scrape-off layer
(SOL). Energy distributions of fast charge exchange
(cx) neutrals are measured practically at all tokam-
aks during standard ion temperature profile diagnos-
tics with gas or thin film stripping of neutrals to ions
and consequent analysis in electrostatic and mag-
netic analyzers. The time of flight technique is used
for low energy part of the charge exchange energy
distribution. So, the total energy distributions of
neutrals escaping plasma are known for operating
devices and are predicted for ITER [5]. But angular
distributions J(h0) of cx neutrals striking the PFC
surface are not well known. Earlier [6], analytical
calculations of J(h0) were carried out for the neutrals
emitted by a cylindrical plasma column of radius r0

with axial magnetic field due to charge exchange of
plasma ions of the density ni(r) with cold neutral
atoms of the density na(r). The angular distribution
of cx neutrals impinging point M on the cylinder sur-
face in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field
was calculated in accordance with

Jðh0Þ ¼
Z

Sðh0Þ
niðrÞ � naðrÞhrcxvi

cos u
r0

dS; ð1Þ

where S(h0) is the surface situated from M at the
distance equal to the cx neutral free path k, r 0 and
u are radius vector and polar angle of an arbitrary
plasma point within distance k seen from the point
M, respectively. Integration of (1) for the simple
assumptions na(r) = exp{�(r0 � r)/a} (a is the neu-
tral atoms decay length), rcx = const, ni(r) = const,
ion temperature Ti(r) = const gave a strong depen-
dence of the most probable angle of incidence hm

on the relative value of the neutral free path with
hm 5 0. Moreover, the finite value of Larmor radius
qi in the case of rapid decrease of the neutral atoms
density near the wall resulted in asymmetry (relative
to the normal to surface) of angular distribution of
particles impinging the wall from different plasma
areas. To obtain the spatial distribution of imping-
ing neutrals achieving some point on the wall also
from other directions, it is necessary to replace
(cosu) in (1) by (cosu Æ sinu) [5], as well, to consider
r to be a spatial radius vector. Estimations of hm va-
lue under simple assumptions about the density and
temperature distributions n = n0[1 � (r/r0)2], T =
T0[1 � (r/r0)2] for L regime and n = n0, T = T0 at
0 < r/r0 < (rth/r0), n = n0[1 � (r/r0 � rth/r0)/(1 � rth/
r0)], T = T0[1 � (r/r0 � rth/r0)/(1 � rth/r0)] at rth/
r0 6 r/r0 6 1 for H regime, and with the tempera-
ture dependence of charge exchange rate taken
hrcxvi (m3 c�1) � 2.5 · 10�14 lgT(eV) (10 eV < T <
104 eV) show that the most probable angle of inci-
dence hm can vary in the range of 50–70�.

The contribution of SOL to the first wall loading
with ions, depending on conditions, can be esti-
mated to be in the range from a few to 50% of the
flux penetrating through the separatrix. Due to esti-
mates for ITER outer mid-plane, cx neutral flux
exceeds the ion flux. But the ion flux exceeds the flux
of cx neutrals several times at baffle region near the
divertor target. Achieving the wall, ions are acceler-
ated by the sheath potential drop �(3–5)Te resulting
in straightening of magnetized ions helical trajecto-
ries. The most probable angle hm of incidence of the
ion onto the surface depends on the ratio of the gyro
radius to the sheath length. Simple estimations per-
formed for the case the magnetic field of �3 T cross-
ing PFC surface at small sliding angles a � 3–5�
for the ion temperature Ti � 20 eV show that the
most probable angle of ion incidence increases
from hm � 0 at ne � 1021 m�3 to hm � 40� at ne �
1018 m�3 and further up to hm � 900 � a for very
low densities (�1015–1016 m�3). The most probable
angle of incidence for the spatial distribution of ions
bombarding any point on the PFC surface from all
directions, as in the case of cx neutrals, is larger.
Summarizing the brief consideration of possible
angular distributions of particles impinging PFC,
one can conclude that for charge exchange neutrals
bombarding first wall cladding with gaps it is of
importance to consider the case of sliding incidence
of particles.

Turbulent transport in the periphery region can
change the angular distribution, but ions acceler-
ated in the very thin sheath layers strike PFC about
the normal to the surface. Angular distributions of
impinging particles during transient events and
ELMs when high-energy ions can bombard PFC
are also not known. As the gap width D is much
larger than Debye radius rD, periphery plasma pen-
etrates into the gaps and can also contribute to the
ion irradiation of gap sidewalls. The ITER first wall
cladding has gaps with D � 1 cm and plasma
penetrates into gaps for typical sheath length
�10�2 cm. In our calculations we do not consider
possible contribution of plasma inside the gap on
particles trapping and sputtering.



Fig. 1. Particle reflection coefficient as function of primary
energy of deuterons impinging W and Be first walls and gaps in
its for angle of incidence equal to 70�.

Table 1
Integrated over energy of impinging charge exchange deuterium
neutrals values of RN and Y for a first wall with gaps (angle of
incidence 70�) with smooth gap sidewalls, with sidewall microre-
lief ridges perpendicular to the gap depth direction (?) and with
microrelief ridges parallel to the gap depth direction (k)
Coefficient RN Y

Material Be C W Be C W

Wall 0.420 0.480 0.79 0.250 0.087 0.0051
Gap, smooth 0.047 0.063 0.37 0.014 0.004 0.0010
Gap, ? 0.060 0.091 0.40 0.021 0.007 0.0012
Gap, k 0.057 0.081 0.34 0.025 0.008 0.0011
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3. Results of simulations and discussion

For simulations, we used code SCATTER [7]
based on the binary collision approximation like
TRIM but modified to include surface roughness
[8]. The applicability of binary collision approxima-
tion for hydrogen ions with eV energies for high-Z
materials was proved earlier [9]. The gaps with the
width D are considered to be infinite both in depth
and length. Particle reflection coefficient RN for
the gap defined as the ratio of flux backscattered
into plasma from the gap area to the incoming flux
to this area. Similarly, the sputtering coefficient Y

for the gap is the ratio of sputtered PFC atoms
flux entering SOL to the incoming flux. For every
impinging particle striking the gap side, the trajec-
tory of projectile in sidewall material is calculated.
These projectiles, due to collisions with sidewall
atoms can be either captured or reflected back into
the gap. Also they cause sputtering. Reflected pro-
jectiles, in turn, can strike the opposite side of the
gap wall resulting in the same processes. The calcu-
lations continue till the primary particle entered the
gap will be captured by walls or reflected back into
plasma. Variable parameters of the primary flux are
the energy distribution of incoming hydrogen iso-
topes and its masses (H, D or T). Energy interval
of impinging projectiles is equal to 0.005 keV 6
E 6 5.0 keV. Tungsten, carbon and beryllium are
considered to be the first wall materials, as well,
both ideally smooth and rough gap sidewalls sur-
faces are considered. Surface roughness is simulated
with regular triangular ridges of the lm size ori-
ented perpendicular or parallel to the gap entrance.
The relief of this kind is typical for the mechanical
treatment of the material and influences the hydro-
gen ions reflection from the surface most of all [10].
The gap width is much larger than microrelief
dimensions as well as the most probable free path
of projectile in matter. Gap backscattering coeffi-
cients RN and gap sputtering coefficients Y are cal-
culated as functions of the primary energy of
impinging particles E incident at hm = 70� on the
first wall in the plane perpendicular to the gap edge.

Fig. 1 demonstrates the difference between reflec-
tion from the flat plasma facing wall and a gap. RN

decrease for Be gap is higher (4.5 times at energy
E � 20 eV and 10 times at E = 500 eV) as compared
with W gap (RN decreases 2 times). The reason is in
a worse reflectivity of low-Z sidewalls and, as a
result, in smaller probability for particle to escape
the gap. Trapping of deuterium by the gap equals
to 1 � RN. At the energies less than 100 eV, trap-
ping in the W gap increases more than 3 times from
�15% till �55% as compared with the flat surface.
More than 95% of impinging particles are trapped
by Be gap at E > 100 eV. The backscattered flux
becomes negligible for E > 1 keV.

Total values of RN and Y integrated over the
energy of cx neutrals are summarized in Table 1.
The energy spectrum of cx neutrals for the outside
mid-plane of ITER [5] is used in calculations. One
can see that the decrease of reflection from gaps as
compared with flat surfaces is more pronounced
for low-Z materials. The gap contribution to hydro-
gen recycling is rather high (RN � 0.4) for W. Calcu-
lations show that normal incidence of 40–60 eV D+

ions on the first wall corresponds to RN � 0.8 and
RN � 0.35 for W and Be first wall, respectively.
These values are very close to these calculated for
cx neutrals at sliding incidence (see Table 1), so,
one can expect that the averaged contribution of
reflection to hydrogen recycling per impinging
particle will be equal for cx neutrals and SOL ions
in ITER-like plasma.



Fig. 2. Sputtering yield as a function of the primary energy of
different hydrogen isotopes for the gap in W and Be first wall for
the angle of incidence of 70�.
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The influence of gaps on plasma contamination
due to sputtering of wall atoms is small but not
negligible. The flux of the sputtered atoms escaping
the gap decreases approximately 5 times as com-
pared with the flat wall. As one can expect, rough-
ness of the gap sidewall increases backscattering
and sputtering (it is evident only for light PFC ele-
ments) but the total effect is small nevertheless. Cal-
culations for 50 eV D+ ions at normal incidence on
the flat wall corresponding to the SOL ion irradia-
tion show that the sputtering yield for Be is of about
0.01. So, at equal fluxes, contribution of cx neutrals
to the Be first wall erosion is �25 times larger than
for SOL ions. These estimations of Y for cx neutrals
are made only for smooth surfaces.

Simulations performed with different hydrogen
isotopes exhibit the same RN and Y dependence
on the ion mass both for the flat target and that with
gaps, the heavier ion, the higher Y (Fig. 2). As for
the reflection, RN decreases with the ion mass.

Simulations also allowed to find distributions of
impinging particles captured in the sidewalls as well
as distributions of redeposited material over the gap
depth.

4. Summary and conclusion

Consideration of angular distributions of parti-
cles escaping hot magnetized plasma shows predom-
inantly inclined incidence of charge exchange
neutrals on PFC (with the angle of incidence �50–
70� depending on plasma parameters) as well as
SOL ions (at low plasma densities). This results in
enhanced hydrogen recycling and wall sputtering.
Particle reflection coefficients RN and physical
sputtering yields Y are calculated for the gaps in
Be, C and W first wall cladding bombarded with
hydrogen isotopes at the angle of incidence of 70�
and energy of 5–5 · 103 eV. Values of RN and Y inte-
grated over the energy spectrum of charge exchange
neutrals for ITER outer mid-plane are found. Trap-
ping of particles by gaps depends on atomic number
of PFC material increasing for deuterons in W gap 2
times (up to �0.6) as compared with the flat surface
and approaching unity in Be gap. Averaged contri-
bution to hydrogen recycling per impinging particle
is estimated to be equal for charge exchange neutrals
and SOL ions. Sputtering coefficient of Be first wall
under charge exchange neutrals is evaluated to be
�25 times larger than under SOL ions. Trapping
and sputtering in gaps increase about proportional
to the mass of impinging hydrogen isotope. Rough-
ness of gap sidewalls increases backscattering and
sputtering for low-Z gaps, but the total contribution
of roughness is insignificant as the reflection and
sputtering yields are small.
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